
Show good example
Show the good example by adopting EVs in the mu- 
nicipal fleet of vehicles and by raising the awareness 
of citizens through EV campaigns and branding of 
EVs as a mean to greener transportation.

Recommendation for  
national policymakers

Focus on collaboration
There is a need for clear national strategies with 
measurable objectives and tangible milestones in 
the transition to alternative fuel transportation. 
This would require collaboration between relevant 
ministries, politicians, research institutions and 
the energy sector as well as stakeholders within 
the EV ecosystem.

Create incentive for growth through taxation
Registration tax on EVs should be set at a fixed 
long-term level, where applicable, to incentivise 
the purchase of EVs.

Recommendation for  
municipal policymakers

Assist deployment of charging  
infrastructure in public sites 
This can be done by issuing points of interest 
– specific pre-identified sites where charging 
infrastructure can be deployed with permitting 
pre-approved. 

Integrate the charging infrastructure in  
long-term planning
Integrate the deployment of charging infrastructure 
strategy into the long-term municipal construc-
tion planning.

Anchor planning across all affected departments
Anchor the planning of charging infrastructure 
 across all municipal departments who are  
affected or somehow involved in the processes  
to ensure effective procedures.

These are the recommendations from an interim study state-of-the-art report, that sets out 
to create the framework in which business models will be assessed, by providing insights 
and details to the different areas that influence the business model perspective of alternative 
fuels and the supporting refuelling infrastructures. The recommendations are targeted at 
public body decision makers at local, national and European levels that shall either sustain 
or bring new value to the business model perspectives. The development of business models 
is closely linked to the development of the policy measures and this is something that the 
actors constantly have to relate to.
Read the full report at www.great-region.org 
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Recommendation for  
european policymakers

Fund innovations and new  
technologies for greener transportation
Continue to fund innovations and new technologies, 
to aid the transition to greener transportation.

Mitigate regulatory hurdles
Mitigate regulatory hurdles for the deployment  
of electric vehicle infrastructure, and create in-
centives for the roll out of EV-charging facilities, 
including those to facilitate long distance driving.

Support smart charging and smart grids
Create incentives for charging solutions of EVs 
that allow shifting of electricity load in time (as 
opposed to unmanaged charging) to minimize 
additional required investments to the electri-
city infrastructure and maximize the uptake of 
renewable electricity in the EU.

Secure the use of Mode 3 charging sockets
Ensure regulation which can secure that all  
charging from CSs will be done via Mode 3  
sockets and not from a home socket (Mode  
1 and 2), hereby ensuring that no unmanaged 
load is created once the mass market is in place.

Work to make new residential buildings  
EV ready
Establish regulation and guidelines for making 
new residential buildings EV ready (prepared  
and/or pre-equipped with charging equipment). 

Work for harmonization of infrastructure  
for alternative fuels
Work for harmonization of infrastructure for 
alternative fuels enabling crossborder transports 
for passenger cars and heavy truck.

Create incentive for EVs as company cars
Incentives should be given to companies and em- 
ployees who choose EVs as their company cars.

Focus on long-term planning
Provide long term incentive planning on EVs and 
other related EVSP services, in order to enable mar-
ket players to invest and plan several years ahead.

Use free-parking benefits to accelerate the 
transition to EVs
Free parking should be given to EVs during a 
transition phase to greener transportation.

Consider promoting the use of private EVs in 
the public sector
It could be considered if incentives should also 
be given to people employed in the public sector 
who would use their EV during working hours 
instead of an ICEV.

Develop a nationwide charging infrastructure
In order to develop a sustainable smart charging 
infrastructure, new investments should be given 
to develop a nationwide charging infrastructure 
that can support intelligent charging.

Employ tax exemption on electricity used for 
charging EVs
Tax exemption on electricity which is charged  
to the EV batteries is perceived as a driver of 
consumer uptake.

Introduce safety and/or certification  
requirements for all EVSPs 
Governments should introduce safety require-
ments and/or certification requirements which 
all EVSPs should abide to. Such certification 
could include safety for Mode 3 charging, open 
access requirements and standards for interope-
rability and or standards in terms of RFID cards.

Support and promote the public procurement 
of EVs

Support the charging infrastructure
Support in terms of investments in public charging 
infrastructure and on the purchase price of EVs 
e.g. via public administrations.
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GREAT is an EU funded (CEF) project with a unique combination of private companies and regional authorities. Supporting sustainable 
transports by building 70 fast chargers for electric cars and three C-LNG stations for trucks between Hamburg and Oslo/Stockholm.  
The result is a reliable infrastructure for alternative fuels along the TEN-T Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor. GREAT is also working 
actively to change attitudes and increase usage of more sustainable fuels. www.great-region.org

The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the author. The European Union is not responsible for any use that may be made of  
the information contained therein.


